EclipseCon 2009: Smaller But Better!

EclipseCon 2009 was a little smaller (thanks to company travel restrictions), but those of us who made it to Santa Clara experienced the best EclipseCon yet. The hallways were crowded, the sessions were fantastic, and the evenings at the remodeled bar were the place to be.

Eclipse Live: Session Recordings
EclipseCon session recordings are now available on Eclipse Live. Check back soon; we'll be adding more to the list below.

- Max and John’s Excellent Plug-in Adventure - the Highlight Reel
- Enterprise Build System: Model Driven Architecture on PDE Build runtime
- Executing BPMN
- Android and the Eclipse Ecosystem
- Web Services Tools in the Eclipse Web Tools Platform
- e4 Project in Review
- RAP or GWT: Which Java-Based AJAX Technology Is for You?
- Take the fat man off your application and it will run faster.
- Building your first JPA application with Dali JPA Tools
- Experiences Visualizing Android Performance in Eclipse TPTP
- Building Communities: The Rise and Fall and Rise of the CDT Project
- e4 - flexible resources for next generation applications and tools
- From source to automated builds with Buckminster and p2
- Sleeping Around: Writing tools that work in Eclipse, Visual Studio, Ruby, and the Web
- Building LinkedIn’s Next Generation Architecture with OSGi
- Web to desktop, desktop to web
- Blueprint Service: Enterprise Programming Model for OSGi
- Working in the Cloud: Development, Deployment and Project Management for Force.com
- The Modeled UI in Eclipse e4
- IP for Eclipse Committers
- From Data to Intelligence in 17 Clicks
- SMILA – make sense of your data
- Eclipse Swordfish â€” an open source SOA runtime framework for the enterprise
- Mixing Eclipse Technologies to create Enterprise Ready Database-RCP-Frontends

**Speaker Feedback**

To see how EclipseCon 2009 attendees voted on the presentations, download the report. Comments from the voting cards have been emailed to each individual presenter.

**Conference Photos**

Clicking on an image in the mosaic below takes you to its set on Flickr. Be sure to view the whole "EclipseCon 2009" Flickr collection (or search for photos tagged with "eclipsecon2009").
Lost and Found

If you lost something at EclipseCon 2009, please contact us.
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